Arizona’s new electorate: expectations and impact

State of Our State Conference is ASU Morrison Institute for Public Policy's annual signature event. Since 2009, the SOS Conference has examined key Arizona issues ranging from structural deficits to criminal justice reform to education and workforce development.

This year's focus will be on our changing electorate, including the impact of independent voters -- both in registration numbers and as a possible bridge over the partisan divide of governance.

Also, post-election analysis: What Election 2016 means and where do we go from here?

Speakers and panelists:

- Michael Crow, ASU president
- Thomas Collins, Arizona Clean Elections Commission
- Jacqueline Salt, IndependentVoting.org
- Michele Reagan, Arizona Secretary of State
- Daniel Ortega, civil rights attorney
- Douglas Schoen, national pollster & political analyst
- Charles Coughlin, HighGround Inc.
- Doug Chapin, Director, Program for Excellence in Election Administration; consultant, Pew Voting Information Project
- Eugene Scott, CNN politics reporter
- Christian Grose, faculty fellow, USC Schwarzenegger Institute
- DJ Quinlan, Arizona Democratic Party
- Robert Graham, Arizona Republican Party

2016 Honorees

Sue Clark-Johansen Leadership Award
Richard N. Morrison
Founder – Morrison Institute

Distinguished Fellows Awards
Amanda Aguirre
John Lewis
Ronald Reinsein

Register for event online
MorrisonInstitute.asu.edu
JOIN US NOVEMBER 16
2016 SPONSORSHIP
STATE OF OUR STATE
PUBLIC POLICY CHOICES FOR ARIZONA

V.I.P. SPONSOR $5,000
(FMV $640)
Recognition includes:
· 2 named tables of 8
· Verbal recognition from the podium
· Medium-sized logo in event program
· Half slide as part of scrolling PowerPoint presentation

MAROON SPONSOR $1,500
(FMV $320)
Recognition includes:
· 1 named table of 8
· Small-sized logo in event program
· Half slide as part of scrolling PowerPoint presentation

* Please reply by November 7
RSVP to Andrea Whitsett - 602.496.0217, andrea.whitsett@asu.edu

YES! I WOULD LIKE TO RSVP: ☐ V.I.P. ☐ MAROON
MAKE CHECKS PAYABLE TO ASU FOUNDATION

NAME:__________________________________________
ADDRESS:_____________________________________
CITY:_________________________________________  STATE:_______  ZIP:____________
TELEPHONE:_________________________  EMAIL:__________________________

*MAY WE ADD YOU TO OUR WEEKLY NEWSLETTER EMAILS? YES ☐

All funds will be deposited with the ASU Foundation for a New American University, a separate nonprofit organization that exists to support ASU. Due to the fair market value of benefits provided, only payments in excess of fair market value may be considered a charitable contribution. Please consult your tax advisor regarding the deductibility of charitable contributions. Proceeds from this event will benefit Morrison Institute for Public Policy. 30005162